
Collaborative Art Annotation 

using Deep Zoom
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 Annotation is a traditional and universal research 

function.

 Zoom and collaboration provide further dynamic 

elements to the visualisation.

 Many areas of digital humanities have developed its use 

as a visualisation tool.

 It is less developed in art history and there are cultural 

issues which may explain this.

 The project will investigate these issues and recommend 

a route forward.



Traditional 

a critical or explanatory 
commentary or analysis; 

a comment added to a text; 

the process of writing such 
comment or commentary; 

metadata added to a 
document or program; 
en.wiktionary.org/wiki/annotation

http://www.google.co.uk/url?url=http://en.wiktionary.org/wiki/annotation&rct=j&sa=X&ei=M2lDT76WK8mIhQex3Y2yBQ&ved=0CDgQngkwAQ&q=annotation&usg=AFQjCNEEWDmyv7BfGOVjeH-YUvmS3YZT8w
http://www.google.co.uk/url?url=http://en.wiktionary.org/wiki/annotation&rct=j&sa=X&ei=M2lDT76WK8mIhQex3Y2yBQ&ved=0CDgQngkwAQ&q=annotation&usg=AFQjCNEEWDmyv7BfGOVjeH-YUvmS3YZT8w


http://pliny.cch.kcl.ac.uk/intro.html

• More Organised

• Editable

• Moveable

• Searchable

• Digitally saved

• Collapsible (hide them away)

• Publishable

http://pliny.cch.kcl.ac.uk/intro.html


In the digital imaging community the term 

annotation is commonly used for visible 

metadata superimposed on an image 

without changing the underlying master 

image, such as sticky notes, virtual laser 

pointers, circles, arrows, and black-outs 

(Wikipedia)



John Unsworth

Scholarly Primitives: what methods do humanities researchers have in 

common, and how might our tools reflect this?

May 2000 – Kings College

INote

 More articulate

 Shared

 Address a relevant part

 Purpose-built or project-

centered software is 

unlikely to provide broad 

support for functional 

primitives. 

 See http://people.lis.illinois.edu/~unsworth/Kings.5-00/primitives.html



http://www.speakingimage.org

Speaking Images –

commercial.

Different Annotation 

styles  suit different 

targets.

More sophisticated 

precise regions.

http://www.speakingimage.org/


• The National Gallery in 

London was founded in 1824 

and houses a rich collection of 

over 2,300 paintings dating 

from the mid-13th century to 

1900. This group is intended to 

share, learn and discover its 

pictures through interactive 

annotations.

• 4 Images in 2010

• No recent activity



http://www.speakingimage.org/images/taj-mahal

http://www.speakingimage.org/images/taj-mahal


http://www.speakingimage.org/images/daley-plaza

http://www.speakingimage.org/images/daley-plaza


http://ada.drew.edu/dmproject/






Maps, Manuscripts

Curiously less use of annotation in images! 

http://yuma-js.github.com/demos/deepzoom/

http://yuma-js.github.com/demos/deepzoom/


http://dme.ait.ac.at/annotation/

Structured data 

Specialist Geo-

referencing tool 

Annotation text –

public and private 

Automatic Geo-name 

suggestions

Define region 



 Identify images (more tagging) 

Link images (more tagging)

Describe the image as a whole

Describe parts of the image (Regions of 

Interest)

Create a discussion with colleagues

Describe physical aspects – damage

Describe historical significance.

Something for Everybody!



http://www.cidoc-crm.org/docs/crm_for_glasgow_2008.ppt

There is no way the domain ontology can be complete - it will not 

include everything a user might want to say about a photograph”. 
A. T. G. Schreiber, B. Dubbeldam, J. Wielemaker, B. Wielinga, Ontology-based photo annotation, IEEE Intelligent Systems 16 (3) (2001) 66–

74.





Change to 

Collaboration



http://theeyegame.com/DeepZoom/ArchOfConstantine

http://theeyegame.com/DeepZoom/ArchOfConstantine


Art Historians 
Catalogue Information
Forensic  & Attribution Information 
Conservation and Science
Critics



Synopisis to, “The Two Art Histories”

“Many museum professionals today believe 
that university-based art history focuses too 
much on theory and the social agency of art, 
neglecting the aesthetic dimensions of the art 
object. Conversely, many academics feel that 
museums have become preoccupied with the 
quest for money and audiences, making them 
an increasingly unlikely source of innovative 
scholarship.”



http://www.lucascranach.org/digitalarchive.php?&width=1343&height=661&page=0&obj=CH_SORW_1925-1a_FR007&uid=4610&fol=01_Overall&img=CH_SORW_1925-1a_FR007_1998-11_Overall.tif


 In many ways this new Google venture is 

simply the latest phase of simulation that 

began with the invention of 

photography,….

For all that time they have been the next 

best thing to being there. Now the next 

best thing has become better, even if it will 

never be more than next best. 

http://topics.nytimes.com/top/reference/timestopics/people/s/roberta_smith/index.html?inline=nyt-per




http://www.wikipaintings.org/en/titian/portrait-of-a-man-in-a-red-cap-1516

http://www.wikipaintings.org/en/titian/portrait-of-a-man-in-a-red-cap-1516






Seadragon – Javascript based API



Plenty of technical implementations – not 

the issue. 

Difficult to address the cultural issues in 

this domain.

A treatment needs to address some of the 

sensitivities of different groups within the 

2D art world. 

Can it still be functionally primitive?




